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TNFD beta framework component
‘Describe the resilience of the organisation’s strategy,
taking into consideration different scenarios.’

Scenario analysis in the TNFD beta framework

TNFD draft disclosure
recommendation
‘Strategy C’
TNFD LEAP approach for
nature-related risk and
opportunity assessment

Scenario analysis should inform all phases of the LEAP
approach. It is particularly relevant to:

The TNFD sets out that scenario analysis can support corporates and financial
institutions to assess nature-related risks and opportunities in the face of complex
uncertainties. It plays an important role in informing corporate strategy, risk management
and capital allocation decisions that are as robust and resilient as possible to a number
of plausible futures. It can thereby improve both decision-making and disclosure of
nature-related risks and opportunities.
To manage and act on nature-related risks and opportunities effectively, the TNFD
recommends organisations not only consider current nature-related risks and
opportunities – the situation today – but also assess how these may evolve in the future.
Investment and business models require forward-looking analysis. The TNFD therefore
recommends development and analysis of different long-term scenarios – plausible
futures or states of the world – to understand how nature-related risks (physical,
transition and systemic risks) may evolve, the financial impacts for an organisation and
the responses the organisation can take to prevent, accelerate, mitigate and/or harness
those possible changes.

•

The ‘Assess material risks and opportunities’ phase.
Scenario analysis can explore risks and opportunities –
and management of those – under plausible futures.

•

The ‘Prepare to respond and report’ phase, in
particular ‘P1 – Strategy and Resource Allocation’
where scenario analysis can test the resilience of
organisational strategic choices and response options
against plausible futures.
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Executive summary

Proposed approach to scenario analysis in the TNFD
framework

Scenario analysis can ensure that an organisation’s strategy, governance, risk
management and capital allocation decisions appropriately consider long-term trends
and uncertainties relating to nature, including climate change, that are relevant to
their organisation.

Design objectives

The TNFD defines a scenario as a story that describes a plausible future.1 ‘Plausible
futures’ are intended to challenge market participants to think about what the future
might be like and how they might respond under circumstances different from those
they face today.

1. Work towards an integrated climate-nature scenarios approach

The TNFD’s proposed approach to scenarios is framed around ‘critical’ uncertainties
that can be tailored to maximise the relevance and decision-utility to the organisation.
Like the approach taken by the TCFD in their guidance on the development and use
of climate-related scenarios, these critical uncertainties cover not only driving forces
related to the state of nature and drivers of nature change, including climate; they
also consider uncertainties within human systems, such as technology, regulation and
consumer preferences.

5. Flexible to improve and enhance over time

In developing its approach to scenario analysis, the TNFD aims to achieve six design
objectives:

2. Robust for nature-related risks and opportunities
3. Enable comparability across the financial system
4. Feasible to implement now by a large cross-section of report preparers
6. Improve the future ability to quantify nature-related issues

Scenarios are an important component of both the TNFD draft disclosure
recommendations and the LEAP approach to nature-related risk and opportunity
assessment in v0.3 of the TNFD beta framework.
1

TNFD’s definition of a scenario builds on Shell’s extensive work in scenarios with the private sector. Shell International BV.
(2008) Scenarios: An Explorer’s Guide.
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While there is demand for Nature-related scenarios to try to replicate the approach taken
to nature-risk scenarios scenarios in light of the Paris Agreement and the TCFD, there are
currently practical limitations to taking a similar approach to nature that necessitate a
different approach. These include:
•

The location-specificity of nature-related dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities

•

The current difficulty in quantifying nature-related issues

•

Lack of global targets for nature (like the 2°C degree target for temperature change)

•

The absence of a single agreed indicator or metric for nature loss (like the CO2
equivalent unit of analysis for climate)

•

The lack of consensus on the science of nature risk, including ecosystem condition
assessment, thresholds and tipping points

•

Current data and modelling limitations and capacities.
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Key design characteristics for the TNFD’s proposed
approach to scenario analysis

The Taskforce is focusing first on use by corporates, with a view to
extending the application of this approach, after pilot testing and feedback
from market participants, to financial institutions.

To meet its design objectives, address the inherent challenges with nature-related
scenario analysis and learn lessons from Climate-related scenario analysis, the TNFD is
proposing a set of key design characteristics for its initial proposed approach to scenario
analysis:
•

Analytic scenarios that explore a range of critical uncertainties and set out plausible
futures. The TNFD’s proposed scenarios ask “What if?” questions that allow the user to
identify and aggregate data to drive internal risk and opportunity evaluation.

•

Qualitative scenario storylines, although some targeted quantification can be
undertaken and layered into this approach to interrogate further issues that emerge.

•

Provides ‘building blocks’ for scenario analysis – a set of standardised elements for
organisations to develop their own scenarios given the location and context specificity
of nature-related dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities.

•

Oriented around two critical uncertainties to create a tractable approach that
can be customised to an organisation’s specific context, but still create a common
approach to aggregate data. This creates a 2 x 2 critical uncertainties matrix with four
scenarios to be considered.

•

Versatile and adaptable to allow organisations to tailor the scenario analysis
approach to their own contexts and unique characteristics, rather than following a
‘one size fits all’ approach.

•

Designed for use by corporates to inform decision-making, but which can also
inform actionable and comparable disclosures. The TNFD is working to adapt and
develop the approach to scenarios for financial institutions.

•

Complementary and synergistic with other scenario approaches.

•

Medium- to long-term time horizon to generate insights on nature-related risks
and opportunities.2

2

Scenario analysis and foresight exercises suggest that to plan for a three-year future with clarity, people and organisations
generally have to look out five or more years; in order to plan for five years, they have to look out 7-10 years; and so on.
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Building a 2x2 TNFD scenario
frame
Uncertainties that are most critical to consider
are those that are simultaneously 1) potentially
the most impactful to the organisation; and
2) the most uncertain. The TNFD proposes
constructing scenario analysis as a default
around the following two critical uncertainties:

#1 Ahead of the Game
Positive progress on carbon and climate
accelerates the turn toward a
nature-positive policy and macro-prudential
environment, but actual experienced loss
from nature dislocations is low. There are
opportunities for firms to lead, but also
increasing scepticism of over-reach on
nature given the lack of proof points about
impact and the visible opportunities in
carbon-neutral or negative growth.

1) Nature loss and ability of the company
to adapt (most closely correlated with
physical risk and connected with climate
change as a driver of nature loss).
2) Alignment of market and non-market
driving forces (most closely correlated with
transition risk and connected with actions
to address climate change).
Based on the two critical uncertainties,
the TNFD proposes four narratives of
plausible futures.

Next steps
The TNFD welcomes organisations to review,
pilot test and provide feedback on the
proposed approach, as well as share their
own experiences with scenario development,
analysis and modelling more generally.
The TNFD will use the approach outlined in
this paper as the basis for a set of pilot tests,
focusing initially on use by corporates to
improve decision-making. Drawing on insights
from applying the proposed approach in
practice in these pilot tests, market feedback
and sharing of experience among market
participants, the TNFD aims to develop initial
draft scenarios guidance in v0.4 of the beta
framework in early 2023, and further refine
this guidance for the v1.0 framework that
TNFD will launch in September 2023.

8

Moderate.
Marginal Cost.
Incremental
Impact

Nature loss and ability to adapt

#4 Back of the List
Nature falls down the list of priorities.
Meaningful progress on carbon reduction
becomes an even stronger magnet for
finance, tech, and corporate action because
it seems relatively tractable, and a
moderately eﬀective ‘if indirect way’, to
make some progress on nature issues.
Firms turn towards a strategy of reducing
short term harm in nature assets and pull
away from long term planning as there
seems to be no way of winning.

Alignment of market and non-market forces

High.
Shared
Directionality.
Compiling

#2 Go Fast or Go Home
In a nature-crisis environment where
immediate and material business harms are
broadly experienced, there will be threshold
impacts that bolster the push for faster and
more systematic action. Public attention and
policy focus shifts toward nature as the
‘master problem’ that subsumes carbon and
climate. Macroeconomic disruption further
compresses the time frame for action on
nature, and investment in nature-positive
technologies skyrockets.

Nature loss and ability to adapt

Severe.
Disruptive Cost.
Threshold
Impact

#3 Sand in the Gears
Nature assets are deteriorating fast, but
politics and finance are too noisy, slow, and
bogged down in complexity to drive broad
and systematic action. Firms are incentivised
to stopgap their most severe and acute
business disruptions, and externalise the
costs and negative consequences where
possible. There are perverse incentives to
overuse nature assets in the short term. The
developed-developing economy divide on
nature assets widens.

Low.
Conﬂicting
Directionality.
Friction-ﬁlled
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In this discussion paper, the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD)
aims to set out its proposed approach to the use of scenarios and scenario analysis as
a tool to support application of the TNFD framework. The TNFD defines a scenario as
a story that describes a plausible future.3 It identifies some significant events, the main
actors and their motivations and how the world functions in this plausible future.
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1. Scope and aims of paper

The TNFD defines a scenario as a story that describes a plausible future. It
identifies some significant events, the main actors and their motivations
and how the world functions. ‘Plausible futures’ are intended to challenge
market participants to think about what the future might be like and how
they might respond under circumstances diﬀerent from those they face
today.

Like the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), the TNFD recognises
the utility of scenario analysis in helping organisations navigate a complex set of interconnected uncertainties. Scenario analysis allows organisations to explore the possible
consequences of climate change and nature loss, the ways in which governments,
markets and society might respond, and the implications of these uncertainties for
business strategy and financial planning.
Recognising that the climate system is one of several earth systems, and building on
existing TCFD-aligned market practice and macro-prudential use of climate scenarios, the
TNFD’s goal is to work towards an approach to the use of scenarios that fully integrates
considerations of climate and nature.

Recognising that the climate system is one of several earth systems, and
building on existing TCFD-aligned market practice and macro-prudential use
of climate scenarios, the TNFD’s goal is to work towards an approach to the
use of scenarios that fully integrates considerations of climate and nature.

The TNFD’s proposed approach to scenario analysis outlined in this discussion paper
has been developed based on a landscape assessment of existing and ongoing market
practice on scenarios relevant to both climate- and nature-related decision-making and
disclosures. The TNFD welcomes organisations to review, pilot test and provide feedback
on the proposed approach.
The TNFD will use the approach outlined in this paper as the basis for a set of pilot
tests, focusing initially on use by corporates to improve decision-making. Drawing
on insights from applying the proposed approach in practice in these pilot tests and
feedback from market participants, the TNFD aims to develop draft scenarios guidance
in v0.4 of the beta framework in February 2023, and further refine this guidance for
the v1.0 framework that the TNFD will launch in September 2023. As part of the next
phase of work, TNFD will develop and adapt its approach to scenario analysis for
financial institutions.

3

TNFD’s definition of a scenario builds on Shell’s extensive work in scenarios with the private sector. Shell International BV.
(2008) Scenarios: An Explorer’s Guide.
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2. Scenario analysis in the TNFD beta
framework

Scenarios are an important component of both the TNFD draft disclosure
recommendations and the LEAP approach to nature-related risk and opportunity
assessment in v0.3 of the TNFD beta framework:
TNFD beta framework component

Like the TCFD, in its beta framework, the TNFD sets out that scenario analysis can
support corporates and financial institutions to assess risks and opportunities in the face
of complex uncertainties. It can play a valuable role in informing corporate strategy, risk
management and capital allocation decisions that are as robust and resilient as possible
to a number of plausible futures. It can thereby improve both decision-making and
disclosure of nature-related risks and opportunities.
The TNFD recommends organisations account for different long-term scenarios –
plausible futures or states of the world – to ensure that their strategy, governance, risk
management and capital allocation decision making appropriately considers long-term
trends and critical uncertainties relating to nature, including climate change, that are
relevant to their organisation.

Plausible futures are the scaﬀolding for eﬀective scenario analysis.
Plausible futures are built around critical uncertainties that incorporate a
number of driving forces. These can explore the unforeseen, or be based on
past trends.

12

TNFD draft disclosure
recommendation
‘Strategy C’

‘Describe the resilience of the organisation’s strategy,
taking into consideration different scenarios.’

TNFD LEAP approach for
nature-related risk and
opportunity assessment

Scenario analysis should inform all phases of the LEAP
approach. It is particularly relevant to:
•

The ‘Assess material risks and opportunities’ phase.
Scenario analysis can explore risks and opportunities –
and management of those – under plausible futures.

•

The ‘Prepare to respond and report’ phase, in
particular ‘P1 – Strategy and Resource Allocation’
where scenario analysis can test the resilience of
organisational strategic choices and response options
against plausible futures.

13
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Defining scenarios

The desired outcomes for organisations
using scenario analysis when applying the
TNFD framework are:

Scenario analysis, originating in the
energy sector in the 1970s, has been
in use among some corporates,
financial institutions and public sector
organisations for decades to inform
strategy and risk management. Two other
common approaches used in business
and finance are related to scenarios and
important to distinguish: stress tests
and sensitivity analysis. These tools can
be complementary but are conceptually
distinct, as outlined in Box 1.

Box 1: Distinguishing scenarios from stress tests and sensitivity analysis
•

Stress tests represent difficult ‘edge cases’ that are developed by putting extreme values of a
relevant variable or small number of variables into existing planning models. The objective of
stress testing is to assess how the results of those models change in response.

•

Sensitivity analyses assess how a planning model’s outputs change when important inputs vary
within expected ranges (e.g. +10%, - 10%). Sensitivity analysis is widely used by financial analysts
and built into business forecasting to account for common stochastic variation.

•

In contrast to stress tests and sensitivity analyses, scenarios explore a broader set of
uncertainties, at least some of which represent discontinuities with existing planning models.
Scenarios are also typically designed in part to identify risks that could emerge over the course of
a longer time frame (e.g. multiple years), which typically take shape at the intersection of several
seemingly unconnected uncertainties. Rather than variations on a single model, a scenario
framework typically incorporates what amounts to several distinct models.

•

more robust assessment of naturerelated risks and opportunities;

•

more accurate disclosure of naturerelated risks and opportunities; and

•

more effective decision-making and
action to manage nature-related risks
and opportunities across governance,
strategy, business planning, risk
management and capital allocation.

Table 1 below highlights specifically
where in the LEAP approach the insights
gained from scenario thinking can be
helpful in developing a robust, forwardlooking assessment of nature-related
dependencies, impacts, risks and
opportunities.

Box 2: Benefits of scenario analysis
Insights from past and existing work on scenarios demonstrates that scenario analysis can be used
by – and useful for – corporates and financial institutions to:

4

•

Extend the standard time horizon of risk analysis to move beyond short-term analysis and into
strategic ideation about the medium- and long-term viability and resilience of an organisation, its
objectives, strategy and targets.

•

Expand organisations’ thinking beyond the assumption of an incremental, orderly pathway
of risk or transition to consider the potential for disorderly, catastrophic nature-related events.
This could include systemic risks4 and ‘tipping points’ in ecosystems that reduce or remove their
capacity to provide ecosystem services to business and society. These could change the course of
an organisation, nation and the world.

•

Explore plausible regulatory responses that create not only risks but also unforeseen
opportunities for net zero and nature positive outcomes, both on business operations and the
bottom line.

The TNFD beta framework defines systemic risks as risks arising from the breakdown of the entire system, rather than the failure of individual parts.
Characterised by modest tipping points combining indirectly to produce large failures and cascading interactions of physical and transition risks (contagion),
as one loss triggers a chain of others and stops systems from recovering their equilibrium after a shock.

14
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Phase of LEAP

Beneﬁts of scenario analysis

Locate

L3 – Priority location
Identify particular locations that may
become priorities under different plausible identification
futures (low integrity, high biodiversity
importance, water stressed areas)

Evaluate

Assess

Interrogate assumptions about the
state of nature and ecosystem services,
and the size and scale of impacts and
dependencies on nature under different
plausible futures

Components of LEAP

E3 – Dependency analysis
E4 – Impact analysis

Break out of static, business-as-usual ways A1 - Risk and opportunity
identification and
of thinking about the future to consider
assessment
critical uncertainties that may create
opportunities and risks over the medium
to long term, including:

•

Prepare

3. Proposed approach to scenario
analysis in the TNFD framework
3.1.

In developing its approach to scenario analysis, the TNFD aims to achieve six
design objectives:
1. Work towards an integrated climate-nature scenarios approach: Recognising
that the climate system and other earth systems are inextricably linked, the TNFD is
looking to work with other organisations to evolve towards an integrated approach to
scenario analysis that considers both climate and nature, and can inform integrated
decision making and sustainability disclosures. This will inevitably take time through
iterative joint piloting and development with a range of organisations. The TNFD
is already building on – and learning from – related work on scenarios by the Task
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)5, the Network for Greening the
Financial System (NGFS) and other organisations that have played a key role in the
development of climate scenarios used by business and finance today.

Interrogating assumptions about the
magnitude or speed of nature-related
risks and opportunities; and
Highlighting where multiple risks (and/
or opportunities) combine to become
greater than the sum of the parts and
may generate systemic risks.

Help identify variables necessary to
achieve goals and targets under different
plausible futures, and revisions to
goals and targets that may be needed
for resilience

P2 – Performance
measurement (including
target-setting)

Explore the implications of different
plausible futures for an organisation’s
existing or emerging strategy

P1 – Strategy and resource
allocation

3. Enable comparability across the financial system: The need for comparable
insights about dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities – within and across
sectors and asset classes – places a premium on a scenario analysis approach that is
consistent and replicable across organisations. This would enable central banks and
supervisors to better assess nature-related financial risk across the financial system.
Conversely, it also enables financial institutions and corporates to respond effectively
to the approach to scenario analysis developed by central banks and supervisors.
To this end, the TNFD aims to align at the conceptual core with macro-prudential
scenario analysis by continuing to collaborate closely with the NGFS Nature Taskforce
and their conceptual framework and approach to scenario analysis, which is currently
in development. While the TNFD aims to consolidate the approach to scenario analysis
in the markets, a complete consensus to scenario analysis is unlikely.

5
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Design objectives

2. Robust for nature-related risks and opportunities: As reflected in the TNFD
beta framework, impacts and dependencies on nature are location-specific, which
creates complexities to the approach to scenario design. The TNFD is building on, and
learning from, relevant global and regional/location-specific scientific assessments
on biodiversity and ecosystem services led by the Intergovernmental Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES).

Identifying the most decision-relevant
and salient nature-related risks
and opportunities under different
plausible futures;
•
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Table 1: Benefits of scenario analysis in the LEAP approach in the TNFD beta
framework

TCFD Knowledge Hub. The use of scenario analysis in disclosure of climate-related risks and opportunities.
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Box 3: Design considerations for nature scenarios

5. Flexible to improve and enhance over time: The TNFD has also taken the view that
as the science evolves, market practice and confidence in the use of scenarios builds,
and policy and regulatory requirements change, the scenario analysis approach must
continue to improve over time. It is therefore important to design an approach that
facilitates action now but can evolve.
6. Improve the future ability to quantify nature-related issues: Some organisations,
in particular large multinational companies and financial institutions, have signalled a
need for an approach that can accommodate more advanced analytics and modelling
of nature-related dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities. The TNFD is seeking
to provide an approach that will further generate demand for – and supply of –
science, data, analytics and models for quantitative aspects of scenario analysis.

3.2.

•

Location-specificity: An organisation’s impacts and dependencies on nature
are location-specific. Where all businesses and societies share one atmosphere
and emissions move globally, organisations usually interact with diverse land,
freshwater and ocean ecosystems across contrasting value chains. This makes it
difficult to use a top-down or universal ‘one size fits all’ approach to scenarios.

•

Hard to quantify nature-related issues: The context-specificity of naturerelated dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities makes it more
challenging to undertake and standardise quantification and integrated
modelling.

•

Lack of global targets: Global targets for nature are not yet clearly defined.
The 2015 Paris Agreement global targets for climate only cover greenhouse gas
emissions. Global targets for other aspects of nature are expected to be agreed
as part of the Global Biodiversity Framework of the Convention on Biological
Diversity in December 2022.

•

The absence of a single agreed indicator or metric for nature loss: Future
global targets for nature are unlikely to center on a single indicator and metric
akin to the 2°C degree target for temperature change (and the CO2 equivalent
unit of analysis) under the Paris Agreement. Moreover, they cannot be uniformly
globally distributed, as is the case with a shared global “carbon budget”, since
nature is location-specific.

•

Lack of consensus on the science of nature risk, including ecosystem
condition assessment, thresholds and tipping points; There is no scientific
consensus on the levels of ecosystem degradation that would lead to thresholds
or tipping points.6 In the language of scenarios, the acceleration of nature loss is
well established in the science and thus a trend. However, the rate of change in
specific locations is highly variable and the consequences for local ecosystems
and the corresponding types and scale of risks faced by business and financial
institutions are currently unknowable and thus a critical uncertainty.

•

Current data and modelling limitations and capacities: At present,
limited data, organisational capabilities and skills make it challenging for
organisations to extract maximum value from use of scenario analysis in
practice. Organisations will need time and resources to build internal capacity
and to identify and partner with external parties — from scientific and academic
institutions, to external scenario teams and data providers, to central banks
and international organisations, and others — in order to develop their own
scenario analysis exercises, inform decisions and disclosures and contribute to
the cumulation of results globally.

Key design considerations

The Taskforce has had to consider the context within which it is developing its approach.
The logical starting point is to consider replicating the current approach taken by
market participants to climate-related scenarios. Nevertheless, the TNFD believes the
characteristics of nature-related dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities and
the current state of the supporting scientific evidence means that there are significant
differences from the climate science and policy backdrop that led to the approach to
climate-related scenarios with which market participants are now very familiar. While
there is demand for nature-related scenarios to replicate the approach taken to climaterelated scenarios in light of the Paris Agreement and the TCFD, there are currently
practical limitations to doing this that necessitate a different approach.

While there is demand for nature-related scenarios to try to replicate the
approach taken to climate-related scenarios in light of the Paris Agreement
and the TCFD, there are currently practical limitations to doing this that
necessitate a diﬀerent approach.

6
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4. Feasible to implement now by a large cross-section of report preparers: One
of the key insights from the TNFD’s review of current market experience with climate
scenarios is that the vast majority of organisations have found climate scenarios
difficult to develop and use. Providing a relatively straightforward approach that allows
organisations to get started with scenario analysis that is feasible to apply now is a key
objective for the TNFD. A simple approach is essential for wide uptake, as capacities
for scenario analysis within organisations are limited and likely to remain so in the
coming years.

Work on planetary boundaries and safe operating space within those boundaries provides some indications.

19

3.3.

Key design characteristics

To meet its design objectives, address the inherent challenges with nature-related
scenario analysis and learn lessons from climate scenario analysis, the TNFD is proposing
a set of key design characteristics for its initial proposed approach to scenario analysis.
The Taskforce is focusing first on use by corporates with a view to extending the
application of this approach, after pilot testing and feedback from market participants, to
financial institutions.

Versatile and adaptable to allow organisations to tailor the scenario analysis
approach to their own contexts and unique characteristics, rather than following a
‘one size fits all’ approach.

•

Designed for use by corporates inform decision-making, but which can also inform
actionable and comparable disclosures. The TNFD is working to adapt and develop
the approach to scenarios for financial institutions.

•

Complementary and synergistic with other scenario approaches.

•

Medium- to long-term time horizon to generate insights on nature-related risks
and opportunities.7

7
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The TNFD aims to work towards integrated climate-nature scenario
thinking to inform integrated decision-making and sustainability
disclosures.

•

Scenario analysis and foresight exercises suggest that to plan for a three-year future with clarity, people and organisations
generally have to look out five or more years; in order to plan for five years, they have to look out 7-10 years; and so on.

With corporate users as an initial focus, the TNFD proposes a qualitative, analytical
approach to scenario analysis. These scenarios include qualitative descriptions of
hypothetical plausible futures, based on trends, driving forces and critical uncertainties.
The approach is versatile and adaptable to allow organisations to tailor the scenarios
to their own context and unique characteristics, rather than following a ‘one size fits all’
approach.
The TNFD believes there is an important role for qualitative approaches to inform
decision-making and reporting at the level of an individual organisation and for the
purposes of informing strategy, risk management and capital allocation decisions.

The TNFD is proposing to begin with a qualitative, analytic approach to
scenario analysis, initially for use by corporates.

Key design characteristics for the TNFD’s proposed approach to scenario analysis

20

•

Analytic scenarios that explore a range of critical uncertainties and set out plausible
futures. The TNFD’s proposed scenarios ask “What if?” questions that allow the user to
identify and aggregate data to drive internal risk and opportunity evaluation.

•

Qualitative scenario storylines, although some targeted quantification can be
undertaken and layered into this approach to interrogate further issues that emerge.

•

Provides ‘building blocks’ for scenario analysis – a set of standardised elements for
organisations to develop their scenarios given the location and context specificity of
nature-related dependencies, impacts, risks and opportunities.

•

Oriented around two critical uncertainties to create a tractable approach that
can be customised to an organisation’s specific context, but still create a common
approach to aggregate data. This creates a 2 x 2 critical uncertainties matrix with
four scenarios.

21
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4. The TNFD’s proposed
approach – building
blocks for scenario
analysis

Figure 1: TNFD approach to nature-related risk and opportunity assessment (LEAP)

Scope the assessment
Corporates

C1

Business operations

C2

Aspects of nature

Financial Institutions

What business operations will be
considered, based on available internal
data and value chain data?
What aspects of nature (realms, biomes,
environmental assets and ecosystem services)
will be considered, based on available internal,
value chain and third-party data?

F1

Type of business

What is the nature of our business as a financial
institution? What are the main functional units
within our business?
In which sectors/geographies do we allocate capital?

F2
Entry points

What asset classes/ﬁnancial products do we have
and what are their potential interactions with nature?
What biomes/ecosystems do our financial activities
interact with and how?

4.1.

Selecting material risks

It is challenging for a simplified qualitative scenario
storyline to incorporate the many nature-related risks and
opportunities that may be relevant to an organisation.8 In
developing scenarios, organisations can start by focusing
on those nature-related risks and opportunities identified
as most material through the TNFD’s LEAP approach to risk
and opportunity management. This may help to determine
which driving forces are most relevant to explore in your
scenarios (see table 2).
Organisations may choose physical and transition risks
identified through the TNFD’s risk and opportunity registers
published as part of the draft guidance on assessing
nature-related risks and opportunities in v0.3 of the TNFD
beta framework.

F3

L

Locate

L1

Business
footprint

Interface with Nature

Where are our direct assets and
operations, and our related value chain
(upstream and downstream) activities?

L2

Nature
interface

Which biomes and ecosystems do these
activities interface with?
What is the current integrity and importance
of the ecosystems at each location?

L3

Priority location
identiﬁcation

At which locations is our organisation
interfacing with ecosystems assessed as
being low integrity, high biodiversity
importance and/or areas of water stress?

L4

Sector
identiﬁcation

What sectors, business units, value
chains or asset classes are interfacing
with nature in these priority locations?

E

Evaluate

E1

ID of relevant
environmental assets
and ecosystem
services

Dependencies & Impacts

What are our business processes and
activities at each priority location? What
environmental assets and ecosystem
services do we have a dependency or impact
on at each priority location?

E2

ID of dependencies
and impacts

What are our nature-related dependencies
and impacts across our business at each
priority location?

E3

Dependency
analysis

What is the size and scale of our
dependencies on nature in each priority
location?

E4

Impact analysis

What is the size and scale of our nature
impacts in each priority location?

Type of analysis

A

Assess

A1

Risk and
opportunity ID

Material Risks & Opportunities

What are the corresponding risks and
opportunities for our business?

A2

Existing risks mitigation
and risk and opportunity
management

What existing risk mitigation and risk and
opportunity management approaches are
we already applying?'

A3

Additional risk
mitigation and risk
and opportunity
management

What level of assessment is feasible/appropriate
for our business, given the level of aggregation
of financial products and services?

P

Risk and opportunity
materiality
assessment

Which risks and opportunities are
material & should be disclosed in line
with the TNFD disclosure
recommendations?

To Respond & Report

Strategy & resource allocation

P1

Strategy and resource
allocation

What strategy and resource allocation
decisions should be made as a result of
this analysis?

P2

Performance
measurement

How will we set targets and define and
measure progress?

What additional risk mitigation and risk
and opportunity management actions
should we consider?

A4

Prepare

Disclosure actions

P3

Reporting

What will we disclose in line with the
TNFD disclosure recommendations?

P4

Presentation

Where and how do we present our
nature-related disclosures?

Stakeholder, including rights-holder, engagement (in line with the TNFD Disclosure Recommendations)

8

Review and repeat

Types of nature-related risks and opportunities have been listed by TNFD in the
risk and opportunity registers in the TNFD draft guidance on risk and opportunity
metrics in the v0.3 beta release.
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4.2.

Selecting relevant driving forces

There are a number of driving forces that can be considered in a scenario to explore
nature-related issues. Table 2 provides an overview of the driving forces used as the
basis for the two critical uncertainties in the TNFD’s proposed scenarios approach. These
categories of driving forces are not mutually exclusive nor comprehensively exhaustive.
Market participants may also use other frameworks like PESTLE (Political, Economic,
Social, Technological, Legal, Environmental) analyses to identify driving forces. The range
of variation captured in simple words on a continuum for each driving force is intended
as a placeholder for more specific analyses at the local level by organisations undertaking
scenario analysis.

Driving force
category

Driving force

Continuum of variation

Stakeholder
and customer
demands

Consumer sentiment

ignore nature <-> incorporate
nature

Consumer attention to impact

concentrated <-> widespread

Impact of nature footprint on
reputation

significant <-> marginal

Impact of nature service delivery on
consumer

indirect through price <-> direct
through availability

Sensitivity to inequity of nature
impacts

low <-> high

Global regulation

permissive <-> restrictive

Political impact of science

galvanizing <-> paralysing

Level of action

states, municipalities, local <->
national, global coordination

Global targets

absent <-> robust

Methodologies and expectations for
science-based targets

absent <-> robust

Granularity of available data

highly aggregated <-> very local

Data regime

closed, incomparable, not shared
<-> open, standardised, shared

On asset values, on the corporate

minimal <-> substantial

Perception of efficacy of climate
regime

low, failing <-> high, successful

Table 2: Categories of driving forces in the TNFD scenarios frame
Driving force
category

Driving force

Continuum of variation

Local
ecosystem
asset
interactions,
dependencies
and impacts

Changes to the state of nature

mild <-> severe

Number of ecosystems impacted

single <-> multiple

Changes in ecosystem services
provision

mild <-> severe

Speed of change (to state of nature
and/or ecosystem services)

slow and incremental <-> fast and
threshold

Regulators,
legal and
policy regimes

Climate change (one of five drivers of mild <-> severe
nature change)
Finance and
insurance

Cost of capital

abundant and cheap <-> scarce
and expensive

Sensitivity of capital

insensitive to nature impacts and
dependencies <-> sensitive to
nature impacts and dependencies

Relevant
technology
and science

Direct
interaction
with climate

Macro and
Domestic growth
microeconomy
Globalising markets
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Table 2: Continued

stagnant <-> robust
fractured, separating <-> uniform,
conforming
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Selecting and distinguishing relevant trends and uncertainties

Box 4: Definitions of trends and uncertainties
•

A trend is something around which there is a high degree of confidence
will eventuate in the future.

•

An uncertainty is something for which the future outcome is unknown
or unknowable.

Plausible futures are the scaffolding for effective scenario analysis. Plausible futures are
built around critical uncertainties that incorporate a number of driving forces, as outlined
in Section 4.2. These can explore the unforeseen, or be based on past trends. Scenarios
are informed by an understanding of relevant macro and micro trends, stretched in
magnitude and time horizon. Any trend maintains margins of uncertainty over time,
which is part of the variation that the scenario model aims to capture. Key to the success
of good scenario analysis is up-front analysis and reflection to distinguish between what
constitutes a ‘trend’ – something around which there is a high degree of confidence
will eventuate in the future – and an ‘uncertainty’ – that for which the future outcome is
unknown or unknowable.
Like IPCC reports on climate change, global and regional IPBES assessments represent
the best available understanding of the science of nature and can be a valuable source
of information on trends and uncertainties in ecosystems, biodiversity and ecosystem
services. The IPBES Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services is
one example.

4.4.
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4.3.

Building a 2x2 TNFD scenario frame

Box 5: The TNFD’s definitions of physical, transition and
systemic risk
The TNFD defines nature-related risks as potential threats posed to an
organisation linked to its and other organisations’ dependencies and impacts
on nature. These can derive from physical and/or transition risks, as well as a
combination of factors that produce ‘systemic risks.’
Nature-related physical risks are a direct result of an organisation’s
dependence on nature. Physical risks arise when natural systems are
compromised, due to the impact of climatic events (e.g. extremes of
weather such as a drought), geologic events (e.g. seismic events such as an
earthquake) events or changes in ecosystem equilibria, such as soil quality or
marine ecology, which affect the ecosystem services organisations depend
on. These can be acute, chronic, or both. Nature-related physical risks arise
as a result of changes in the biotic (living) and abiotic (non-living) conditions
that support healthy, functioning ecosystems. Physical risks are usually
location-specific.
Nature-related transition risks are risks that result from a misalignment
between an organisation’s or investor’s strategy and management and
the changing regulatory, policy or societal landscape in which it operates.
Developments aimed at halting or reversing damage to nature, such as
government measures, technological breakthroughs, market changes,
litigation and changing consumer preferences can all create or change.
Nature-related systemic risks are the rare, but overlapping and
compounding, impact of physical and transition risks that can result in the
breakdown of the entire system, rather than the failure of individual parts.

4.4.1. Selecting two critical uncertainties
Uncertainties that are most critical to consider are those that are simultaneously
1) potentially the most impactful to the organisation and 2) the most uncertain.
While users of scenarios can create a scenario analysis frame using any of the driving
forces above, the TNFD proposes constructing scenario analysis as a default around the
following two critical uncertainties:
1) Nature loss and ability of the company to adapt (most closely correlated with physical
risk – see Box 5 – and connected with climate change as a driver of nature loss).
2) Alignment of market and non-market driving forces (most closely correlated with
transition risk – see Box 5 – and connected with actions to address climate change).
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Alignment of
market and

Nature loss and
ability to adapt
Moderate.
Marginal Cost.
Incremental Impact

(To be experienced/
felt by the firm)

Severe.
Disruptive Cost.
Threshold Impact

On one end of the critical uncertainty 1 spectrum of ‘nature loss and ability to adapt’,
organisations experience material disruptions to production as a result of severe
degradation in the state of nature and loss in the provision of ecosystem services that
the organisation depends on. The ability of the organisation to adapt to increasing costs
or disruptions is limited by a combination of external driving forces, such as the cost of
finance, or by systemic nature-related risk.
Disruptions to the organisation could be the consequence of a severe collapse in a single
ecosystem service, such as pollination, or of several simultaneous minor or moderate
declines in ecosystem services due to ecosystem degradation, such as a moderate
decline in water availability intersecting with a moderate reduction in carbon storage
and sequestration.
On the other end of the ‘nature loss and ability to adapt’ spectrum, nature loss is
moderate or low and organisations have continued access to the provision of ecosystem
services on which they depend. If there is moderate nature loss, the organisation is able
to adapt by reducing its dependency on nature, through technology improvements or
changes in production processes or shifts in locations where it operates, or it can absorb
any cost increases of accessing the ecosystem services on which it depends.
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Critical uncertainty 2: Alignment of market and non-market forces

Critical uncertainty 1: Nature loss and ability to adapt

Low.
Conﬂicting
Directionality.
Friction-ﬁlled

non-market
forces

High.
Shared
Directionality.
Compiling

The extent of the alignment of market and non-market forces is determined by
many categories of driving forces, including stakeholder and customer demands and
regulatory, legal and policy regimes (see Table 2 for a list of relevant categories of
driving forces).
On one end of the ‘alignment of market and non-market forces’ spectrum, most or
all of these categories of driving forces synchronise, creating a clear decision signal
for business and finance, and therefore more stability and a lower-risk operating
environment for business and finance.
On the other end of the alignment spectrum, most or all of these categories of driving
forces pull in different directions or move at contrasting speeds, creating conflicting
decision signals for business and finance, and therefore a more unstable and high-risk
context for business and finance.
4.4.2. Generating and using scenario storyline descriptions
The TNFD proposes four narratives of plausible futures based on these two critical
uncertainties. It is important to note that the scenario axes together generate a
description or storyline of a plausible future state of the world in which the company might
find itself operating. The two critical uncertainties (axes) might not cause this plausible
future state of the world to come about and certainly not on their own. It is up to the
scenario analyst to ask and answer the question: How and why did this plausible future
state of the world come about? Or, in other words, what are the causal drivers that would lead
to a world where those descriptions are accurate?
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Scenario #1: Staying Ahead of the Game
•

Moderate.
Marginal Cost.
Incremental
Impact

Nature loss and ability to adapt

#4 Back of the List
Nature falls down the list of priorities.
Meaningful progress on carbon reduction
becomes an even stronger magnet for
finance, tech, and corporate action because
it seems relatively tractable, and a
moderately eﬀective ‘if indirect way’, to
make some progress on nature issues.
Firms turn towards a strategy of reducing
short term harm in nature assets and pull
away from long term planning as there
seems to be no way of winning.

Alignment of market and non-market forces

High.
Shared
Directionality.
Compiling

#1 Ahead of the Game
Positive progress on carbon and climate
accelerates the turn toward a
nature-positive policy and macro-prudential
environment, but actual experienced loss
from nature dislocations is low. There are
opportunities for firms to lead, but also
increasing scepticism of over-reach on
nature given the lack of proof points about
impact and the visible opportunities in
carbon-neutral or negative growth.

#2 Go Fast or Go Home
In a nature-crisis environment where
immediate and material business harms are
broadly experienced, there will be threshold
impacts that bolster the push for faster and
more systematic action. Public attention and
policy focus shifts toward nature as the
‘master problem’ that subsumes carbon and
climate. Macroeconomic disruption further
compresses the time frame for action on
nature, and investment in nature-positive
technologies skyrockets.

Nature loss and ability to adapt

#3 Sand in the Gears
Nature assets are deteriorating fast, but
politics and finance are too noisy, slow, and
bogged down in complexity to drive broad
and systematic action. Firms are incentivised
to stopgap their most severe and acute
business disruptions, and externalise the
costs and negative consequences where
possible. There are perverse incentives to
overuse nature assets in the short term. The
developed-developing economy divide on
nature assets widens.

•

Severe.
Disruptive Cost.
Threshold
Impact

Continued global experience
of climate-related physical
risks, combined with perceived,
if piecemeal, success of
broad and aggressive carbon
reduction policies around
the world, set the stage for a
surprising degree of consensus
behind a more proactive
stance towards nature.

High.
Shared
Directionality.
Compiling

Alignment of
market and
non-market
forces

Moderate.
Marginal Cost.
Incremental
Impact

Nature loss and
A few, seemingly impossible
ability to adapt
policies come into force toward
the middle of this decade, such
as a carbon tax in the U.S. This, combined with the breakneck pace of nuclear power
plant construction in Northern Europe and a historically massive retrofit of Chinese
housing stock with electric heat pumps, will create a self-reinforcing momentum for
investment that spills over to action and investment in nature.

•

Societal and financial pressures on corporates to protect and advance the nature
agenda run far ahead of actual experienced loss. The positive cascade effect
from carbon reduction results in demand for corporates to meet the moment
of opportunity, while avoiding the pitfalls of overpromising and being seen as
“nature-washing.”

•

In developed economies, consumer demand for nature impact transparency and
traceability becomes equally loud as demands for carbon transparency and the life
cycle analysis of products. The world’s largest online retailer leads with both a carbon
and a nature score on its entire inventory. Two other larger retailers follow.

•

Social movements around nature-positive life pop up in surprising parts of the world,
including many developing countries. There are small-to-start but vocal religious
movements that draw on indigenous culture elements as inspiration, and they
successfully broaden the appeal.

•

The energy intensity of GDP in most places continues to decline, though at uneven
rates. Meaningful proportions of social experience and value creation follow the
pandemic pathway toward virtual and now metaverse-enabled platforms. This means
the impact on nature of an increasing proportion of human activities is concentrated
in a smaller number of biomes, such as data centers and production and recycling
facilities for relevant hardware, where it is somewhat easier to identify, quantify
and address.

•

The global macroeconomic environment stabilises as post-pandemic inflationary
pressures are worked through. Interest rates return close to the mid 2010s level,
so that the returns on forward-looking nature positive investments seem broadly
plausible. Having missed the chance that the 2010s presented, political authorities in
many countries are determined not to miss this second opportunity.

Low.
Conﬂicting
Directionality.
Friction-ﬁlled
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Four narratives of plausible futures
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•

•

•

•

There is likely significant macroeconomic risk that manifests in, or significantly
contributes to, a continued or exacerbated global downturn. This next global
recession could be labeled the nature recession, just as the pandemic recession
begins to pass.

•

The demand for nature-positive enabling technologies multiplies and accelerates
rapidly. Early-stage investors and entrepreneurs shift their focus from carbon
reduction toward natural asset protection and restoration.

Scenario #3: Sand in the Gears
•

Short term efforts to simply remediate the immediate impact of acute shocks to
corporates will be attractive, but will also risk being seen by market and non-market
actors as insufficient and temporary fixes, rather than solutions.
Some corporates will likely experience a very rapid, threshold-type drop-off in
essential ecosystem services – a 70% reduction in water availability, for example –
which could pose an existential business threat. Others will experience mounting
pressure on a number of ecosystem services all at once, such as a 15% decline
in water, pollination and land availability, which combined together are a major
challenge, but not an immediate existential risk.

•

Meanwhile, voter and consumer preferences, government policy and regulation,
NGO guidance and actions by financial institutions, including those of local banks
and insurers, may hasten pressure at multiple levels. By late in the decade, the
external pressure on some corporates from these multiple actors to deal with nature
risk could exceed the pressure to deal with the narrower and contained issue of
carbon emissions, where more progress will have been made and more intellectual,
organisational and financial resources deployed. Corporates that can link climate and
nature in practice will have a strategic advantage in this scenario.

•

In this scenario, it is likely that human dislocation associated with climate and
nature, such as conflicts over water and the creation of climate refugees, would
be interpreted by political actors and the media as more nature-loss driven than
climate change driven,regardless of the science linking the two. Public narratives and
representations of risk and harm would shift to focus on visible nature loss. Numerical
temperature targets or other quantitative indicators like temperature charts will be
seen increasingly as scientific abstractions that do not capture the human costs.

•
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Uneven but astonishing nature
impacts have come at crashing
High.
speeds. Once in a century
Shared
events that impact ecosystem
Directionality.
Compiling
services have now turned
into once in a decade events
for many parts of the world.
Alignment of
market and
Corporates are experiencing
non-market
forces
and suffering immediate and
material business harm from
Severe.
Disruptive Cost.
these ecosystem service
Threshold
Nature loss and
Impact
ability to adapt
disruptions. Policy, consumer
and financial pressures are
quickly mounting and creating the need for faster, bolder and more comprehensive
action, putting corporates on the defensive about their past and present actions.

Nature-neutral corporate strategies or commitments will be criticised and considered
to be too little, too late. The time frame for action will be severely compressed.
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An incremental approach will be interpreted as cowardly and insufficient by many
relevant stakeholders. Financial risk disclosures may be seen as too disconnected
from real action and corporates and financial institutions will find it challenging to
cooperatively evolve their disclosure regimes quickly enough to appease their critics,
whose voices will be loud, including in board proxy fights.

Scenario #2: Go Fast or Go Home

•

•

Conflicting and ambiguous
signals from market and nonmarket forces about nature
assets stop corporates from
taking systematic action, even
while they are experiencing
significant negative material
impacts from the loss of
ecosystem services.

Nature loss and
ability to adapt

Alignment of
market and
non-market
forces

Severe.
Disruptive Cost.
Threshold
Impact

Low.
This lack of coherence in
Conﬂicting
Directionality.
signals, from everything other
Friction-ﬁlled
than the natural environment
itself, has different root causes
in different political jurisdictions. In the U.S., it might be a function of government
and regulatory paralysis, along with the growing opposition to environmental, social
and governance (ESG) investing. In Europe, the focus might shift from nature towards
maintaining carbon discipline at a time of multiple energy transitions, including the
loss of Russian gas. In Asia, it might be driven by a dash for economic growth at all
costs following a grinding recession. The multiplicity of causes in different places
contributes to the overall sense that the world is simply not aligned around the need
to deal with nature loss.

The scientific community might inadvertently contribute to this lack of coherence.
Models for nature loss and nature resilience might become ever more complicated
and indeterminate because of complexity and localisation, or conversely, oversimplified and exaggerated for political impact. It took decades for the climate
modelling community to navigate the political and public reaction to and
understanding of its efforts. The nature modelling community may have an even
harder scientific problem and a harder political problem to grasp at once.
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•

•

Large financial institutions are not able to agree on standardised disclosure guidance.
Data availability and quality remain uneven and generally low. Progress is frustratingly
slow and this lack of agreement creates an opportunity for opponents of ESG
investing to extend their critique to nature. Boards are overwhelmed at the complexity
of the issues and management risk focus turning to short term measures that reduce
the immediate and acute risks of disruptive ecosystem degradation, rather than
longer term or more systemic action.
The impact of ecosystem service loss is, for an extended period, spread unevenly
across economic sectors and geographies and is seen (or modelled, in some cases)
to be a small to negligible proportion of overall GDP. In a generally sluggish macro
growth environment caused by many other factors, the macro impact of nature on
the economy is not large enough to spark greater focus and coherence in regulatory
and financial regimes or consumer behaviours. This might start to change towards the
end of the decade as costs mount, and other drags on macroeconomic growth are
resolved, leaving the impact of nature loss more visible. Individual companies might be
deeply impacted by ecosystem service loss, but the whole is less than the sum of parts
in all but perhaps a few sectors and a few geographies.

•
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The inherent scientific and physical connections between carbon, climate and nature
will not have a practical impact to the benefit of the nature agenda. The predominant
argument for how to allocate attention and resources is likely to shift to reducing
carbon to begin to address the global aspect of the nature problem, rather than
addressing the very complex nature-related local interdependencies that manifest in
particular geographies and sectors.
•

Technology, finance, talent and entrepreneurial focus would be drawn even more
disproportionately to carbon reduction than at present, with many decrying the
technologies receiving large amounts of funding as a misallocation of capital.

•

Efforts to agree on standardised disclosure regimes for nature assets stall. The
necessary attention and prioritisation to get this work done is not available. CEOs,
boards, finance leaders and political leaders, for the most part, consider this is a ‘nice
to have’, rather than a ‘must have’, and standardised disclosure regimes for nature are
delayed for another few years or more.

•

The debate about the disproportionate economic impact of nature-related disclosures
and risk decision making are likely to become increasingly politicised, both within
countries and internationally. Less wealthy regions and countries that are more
immediately and severely exposed to nature risk will raise louder demands for
exemption and compensation. There is considerable risk that nature becomes an
even more contentious North versus South and rich versus poor political issue than
the current climate debate.

•

Formal modelling efforts addressing nature loss proceed apace, but are largely
confined to the specialist academic community. Models are rarely used by financial
institutions and even less so by corporates, which do not see the immediate value of
incorporating costly and complex models into decision making. Instead of developing
long term mitigation strategies, corporates move locations, adapt and diversify to
avoid variations in nature.

The demand for nature-relevant technologies that could have a broader and more
systematic impact is muted as a result. Funding and scientific/entrepreneurial
attention flows even more disproportionately than it does at present toward carbon
reduction and promising early-stage technologies are stranded.

Scenario #4: Back of the List
The argument for carbon-risk
assessment versus nature-risk
assessment becomes tense. As
the science gets stronger and
more precise about naturerelated risk, political progress
on carbon assessment is
advanced as a result of an
escalating series of climate
crises. Panic buttons are
pushed on carbon and nature
issues are sidetracked as a
result.

Nature loss and
ability to adapt

Moderate.
Marginal Cost.
Incremental
Impact

Alignment of
market and
non-market
forces
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•

Low.
Conﬂicting
Directionality.
Friction-ﬁlled

•

A small and highly committed community of scientific experts, international NGOs and
some subset of financial institutions will be working persistently to raise the salience
and urgency of nature issues, but to little avail.

•

Nature slips down the list of corporate risk priorities, because visible material costs
are small and the expectation this will shift in the relevant time frame is low.
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6. Next steps and priorities for the
Taskforce’s work on scenarios

Once developed, a set of scenarios are only as effective as the quality of the discussion
they facilitate among a management team, a board of directors and between a company
and the providers of its capital. The time, preparation and people within an organisation
involved in an internal scenario exercise have a significant bearing on the quality of
the insights generated and the ability to use those insights to inform strategy and risk
management decision making.

The TNFD scenario approach will be developed through pilot testing and feedback with a
select group of corporates at the regional or local level. In this initial stage, to further refine the
proposed approach outlined in this paper, the TNFD aims to establish a small set of pilot tests
among medium-sized, sub-national corporates or larger multinationals that develop strategy
at a disaggregated unit level. They should be corporates that are big enough to operate
across multiple biomes and have strategic planning processes over a multi-year horizon that
incorporate meaningful levels of uncertainty. Corporates interested in being part of a pilot test
of this scenario approach should contact the TNFD Secretariat at pilots@tnfd.global.

Typically, an internal working team – located in the strategy or risk function of the
organisation – is responsible for the development and use of scenarios. It acts as
custodian of the research, internal and third-party data, models and other content used
to inform the organisation’s scenarios. The team also facilitates senior management
and board discussions, leveraging the scenario analysis to inform leadership decisions
about strategy and risk management. This is aligned with the organisation’s governance
on nature-related risks and opportunities and disclosed to the market (through its
Governance A and Governance B disclosures as proposed in the TNFD beta framework).
As outlined earlier, well-constructed scenarios, and a robust internal discussion about
the possible implications of a set of plausible future scenarios (the four quadrants of the
2x2 scenario frame), should play a key role in informing medium to long-term decision
making about strategy, risk management and capital allocation. They may also surface
key insights about potential changes that could make the organisation’s core business
model and processes more resilient to climate change and nature loss. Potentially, they
could also help to identify new business models, such as nature-based solutions, that are
aligned with net zero and nature positive targets and societal outcomes.
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5. Applying the TNFD’s approach to
scenario analysis in practice

Key questions for feedback
More generally, the TNFD welcomes market participants to continue to share their insights and
experience with scenarios and provide feedback on the proposed approach to nature-related
scenario analysis outlined in this discussion paper.
The Taskforce would in particular welcome feedback on the following questions:
1. In the absence of a normative global goal for tackling nature loss (the equivalent of the
2-degree Celcius Paris Agreement goal for climate), do you agree with the TNFD’s proposed
approach to develop and use analytic, rather than normative, scenarios built around critical
uncertainties associated with physical and transition risks?
2. Does the approach outlined in this paper feel feasible and repeatable for your organisation,
given your organisation’s current level of familiarity, experience and capabilities with
scenarios?
3. What need or interest do you have in ‘add-ons’ to this building blocks approach to support
more sophisticated applications of scenario thinking, such as the incorporation of impact
modelling and the quantification of risks?
4. Should the scenarios-related disclosure recommendation (Strategy C) and the use of
scenarios more generally be recommended for medium and smaller size organisations or
only for larger corporates and financial institutions?

Feedback is welcome on the proposed scenarios approach until 23 January 2023
ahead of the final (v0.4) beta release of the TNFD framework and on an ongoing
basis until 1 June 2023.

In the v0.4 release in March 2023, the Taskforce plans to release a more detailed set of
guidance on nature-related scenarios based on market feedback and ongoing collaborative
research and design with knowledge partners.
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ABC Foods is a rapidly growing agricultural corporate, heavily concentrated in animal
protein production, with large physical locations within the Amazon rainforest region
spanning several South American countries. It is efficient, competitive and highly
profitable, but faces robust competitors, particularly on international markets.
ABC is under increasing scrutiny for its greenhouse gas emissions from methane
creation, feed stock use and deforestation. The executive team and the board are aware
that potential uncertainties in their business projections are vulnerable to risks arising
from the enterprise’s dependencies and impacts on ecosystems and ecosystem services,
specifically through land use change.
The executive team appoints a nature strategic planning group to experiment with
the TNFD framework’s proposed approach to scenario analysis and recommend a
simple approach to nature goals and targets. The team is also asked to come up with a
preliminary set of interim action items that could help the company’s progress toward
those goals and targets in the next year or two.
The group agrees on a 10-year time horizon for its scenario analysis. It starts by assessing
ABC’s view and relevant data on the two continua that make up the critical uncertainties
in the TNFD’s proposed approach to scenario analysis.
ABC’s internal trend data on water and land, focusing on highly material dependencies
on the ecosystem services of ground and surface water regulation and the provision of
fibre and other materials, suggests that the ‘moderate’ side of the ecosystem degradation
critical uncertainty is more severe than is commonly understood inside the company.
The team also identifies several specific possibilities for severe disruptive impact on
the severe end of the ecosystem degradation continuum. It identifies a couple of low
probability, but very high impact, possible shocks to water supply that it feels are poorly
understood and commissions additional hydrological modelling research to assess those
more systematically.
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Use case: Hypothetical scenarios for
ABC Foods

The team focuses on the potential for highly divergent policy trajectories among
several important markets (the US, Japan and the EU in particular) and the potential
that consumer activism in some markets will become profoundly bifurcated, with some
consumers demanding much more information about product nature impacts, while
other consumers are even vehemently opposed to standardised labeling.
The team takes ABC’s current strategic plan and maps it against the four TNFD scenarios.
It finds that there is only a very small window within which the current strategy wins and
that the executive team also has very low confidence that this will happen.
The scenario team identifies several gaps in ABC’s data collection that would help
improve the reliability of those confidence estimates. As a result, the team commissions
an independent study on water quality variability in its catchment area and a detailed
assessment of consumer preferences.
Further analysis reveals that for at least one of the four scenarios, ABC’s current strategy
leads to a serious possibility of fast decline into possible business failure. Another
strategy points to stagnating growth and a third to a significant misallocation of resources
that would only gradually become visible. The scenario team lets the executive team
know that, when assessed against the TNFD scenarios, its current strategy appears to cut
off more possibilities than it creates.
The executive team asks the scenario team to develop a set of options. These include
high-risk/high-return possibilities and options that perform at least reasonably well
regardless of where on the scenario landscape the future falls. The team is tasked also
to develop measurable indicators tied to the scenario matrix that will help the executive
team track on an annual basis in which direction(s) the landscape appears to be moving.
A separate taskforce is asked to develop means that would mesh these early indicators
with financial disclosure guidance being developed at NGFS. A technology scout team is
set up to prospect for early-stage technologies that could soften the trade-offs illustrated
by the scenario landscape.

On the critical uncertainty related to the coherence of market and non-market forces, the
team requests a systematic analysis from policy and government relations groups inside
the company. The analysis finds that the range of possible variation appears to widen
dramatically after about 2025. This effectively stretches the endpoints of the possibilities
for this critical uncertainty considerably further than that which is incorporated within
existing planning models.
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